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ABSTRACT

. The phonetic data of the Da hestan la ugive evidence of the inadequacg of the pggsggisviewson articulatory possibilities of the pharynx. Apartfrom the articulations produced in the pharynx bythe movement of the tongue body (the uvulars X, Rq) and of the epiglottis (the epiglottals h. 9, 9)there eXist articulations produced by sphinctericnarrowing of the pharynx itself. Such is the mecha-nism of producing a secondary feature called "pha-ryngealization" and of pharyngeals proper X, R.Structural regularities concerning pharyngéal‘fea-tures in the Da hestan l ' '
this paper. 9 anguages are examined in

PHARYNGEAL ARTICULATIONS IN DAGHESTAN

The Daghestan languages are hi hl acti ’ 'pharyngeal articulations and tgeig datavgroceutheincompleteness of the traditional nomenclature forthis region of the vocal tract Ill. I2]. Three se-ries of consonants are found in the Daghestan lan-guages: the uvulars, epiglottals and pharyngealsproper (s. Figure 1). In addition. they possess twosecondary features: e i l ' '
gealization. p g ottalization and pharyn-

Figure 1. Places of articulation in pharynx: I1 - uvular, 2 - pharyngeal. 3 - epiglottal.
The term "uvulars" indicates the localiz 'stricture in the upper-pharyngeal regionftbag :gtaan active articular. The articulations of q-. X-and R- like sounds are produced by the backward -upward movement of the tongue—body. The uvula doesnot play an active role - it is either pressed tothe posterior pharyngeal wall (plosives) l3]. or mayoptionally vibrate (spirants). The Daghestan UVUTMsEre similar to the corresponding consonants of Ara-ic and of some other languages [4 . There are5 ight differences among languageSin the backness ofthe localization of the stricture but the basic me-chanism of its production remains the same.:2: gaghestan h- and 9-.like consonants do nOt dif-rom the corresponding Arabic sounds auditorily.

Our fiberoptic data [5| show that the Daghestan hand are produced in a manner.identical with thatfound by Laufer and Condax [6| for the h and l ofHebrew: we observed the backward-downward movementof upper edge of the epiglottis to the posteriorpharyngeal wall. Laufer and Condax explained thedisplacement of the epiglottis by the contractionof the aryepiglotticus and thyroepiglotticus. Atthe same time, El-Halees )7] considers that the mo-vement of the epiglottis is a mechanical consequen-g: of the larynx riSing (this articulatory parame-8r for , was assumed already by Troubetqyl I). In any case. the term “epiglottals“ seens themost appropriate for these sounds: it is used al-‘
close to Troubetzkoy‘s tenm ‘e ° '

. mphatic lar n eals.It should be mentioned that, contrary to {hg widersfiread opinion, tn: tongue does not participate inasewgroduction of and 9: these sounds may be justmOuth. pronounced with the tongue put out of the
here is a number of allo ' I

_ phonic variants of th 61'glottal phonemes in the Daghestan languages, tfiesg

Table I. Epiglottal consonants
1. Moderate
___epiglottalization C2. Strong

? t/fiepiglottalization fi- 9 HThe sounds of the first series are formed by thesuper-imposition of moderate epiglottalization on ‘-glottal postures for the " la' "epiglottalized glottal stog, figfiaspiration (unvoiced/voiced), ‘ -

laryngeals: 4 -
r epiglottalized

epiglottal app?”
pmifionof

Ximant (the vocal cords ‘are i"spontaneous voicing"). n theThe basic articulator ‘ .
y component forthe second series is strong tilting o§h§h§°33$313:-

consonants:fi-- epiglottal stop the cl' "thetfipiglottis and the pharyngegl walloggrghgegggio] e arytenoids. accompanied with the glottal? os:re),fi- voiced spiran . H - unvoiced spirant.tn e maJority of the Daghestan-languages we findwgouggigggttfié phgnemes. i “broad'l transcriptionm e s gns and 3 acce tedtPQ. He e_are examples of their llophgnic byaf?:a-(A".;../i“3ii“"f‘3 “a"; Hut/r Im-rc ).//==L /[fi.//=[? (Dugout/413'. '
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/fi/=[h] (Lezgi). We have found similar variants in
our pilot-study of the epiglottals z,and £,in Ara-
bic dialects (cf. I10|). But there exist languages
possessing three epiglottal phonemes (some Agul
dialects and Budukh), in these languages the third
member is the epiglottal stop /fi/.
Epiglottalization may function not only as the ba-
sic component of the epiglottal phonemes but also
as a secondary (usually prosodic) feature. Troube-
tzkoy |8| described this feature as "emphatic pala-
talization". This designation is connected with the
fact that the epiglottis displacement is usually
accompanied by the larynx raising and the forward
movement of the whole tongue. But the main parame-
ter of the feature (about the relation of the no-
tions "feature“ and "parameter" see Ill, [12]) is
the narrowing of the lower—pharyngea passage.
A number of the Daghestan languages know another
secondary feature resembling epiglottalization but

' easily distinguishable from it perceptually. This ‘
feature is usually called "phanyngealization" by
the scholars studying these languages. Our prelimi-

_nary investigation of articulatory correlates of
this feature by means of fiber-optic technique has
yielded the following results.'We observed the in-
ward movement of the posterior and lateral pharyn-
geal walls accompanied by the backward movement of
the tongue root together with the epiglottis which
led to the narrowing of the pharyngeal passage (see
Figure 2). This articulation is probably caused by

3
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Figure 2. Arbiculatory mechanisms of pharyngealisa-
— , lion
a. Non-pharyngealized [a], b. Pharyngealized fag].
1 - epiglottis, 2 - posterior pharyngeal wall,
lateral pharyngeal walls, 4 - tongue root.

,the contraction of the pharyngeal sphincters (the
' middle and inferior constrittors).

The radiographic unvestigations of pharyngealiza-
tion-I3, l3| have revealed only a backward movement
of the tongue, yet we believe that the main articu-
latory parameter is the circular narrowing of the
pharyngeal tube invisible on radiographic tracings.
For this feature the term "pharyngealization“ seems
to be appropriate: it indicates that the pharynx
proper is in this case an active articulator.
Pharyngealization is usually a prosody. but in some
lan uages it should apparently be considered as a
con nantal feature (see below). There exist also
the pharyngegl spirants x. 13. they relate to the
epiglottals ,,fi in the sane way as pharyngealisa-
tion relates to epiglottalization.
The backward movement of the tongue body seens to
be the invariable component of Daghestan pharyngea-
lizationbut the precise direction of this movement
(back or ddwn-back) and the configuration of the
tongue blade are unknown.Cross-linguistic differen-
ces in timbre colouring of pharyngealization are
indicative for the nonidentity of the parameters

mentioned. In the majority of the languages (Tabasa-
ran, Tsakhur, etc.) pharyngealization has the pala-
tal timbre, but it is not the usual palatalization.
It seems to be caused by a sort of deformation of
the tongue: the bulk of the tongue moves back and
down, whereas the tongue blade moves back and up
(to the palatum). However, there are languages that
combine pharyngealization with velarization (Archi
14], Udi). This kind of pharyngealization resemb-
es auditorily retroflexivization (particularly,
%- coloured sounds of American English).
Epiglottalization and pharyngealization do not con-
trast, they are supplementarily distributed among'
languages (or dialects) or sometimes among diffe-
rent consonants of the same language. The common
origin of both features is apparent, the initial
form being epiglottalization. Futher on for the this
family of features a cover-term "pharyngeal stric-
hne“(PS) will be used.
In some Daghestan languages (Lack, Dargi) both epi-
glottalization and pharyngealization participate
in the production of the pharyngeal stricture equal-
ly. For this variety of PS the term "epiglottopha-
ryngealization“ is used here. Epiglottopharyngeali-
zation shares with eppiglottalization the palatali-
zing influence on consonants (especially, on velarfi
as well as on back vowels. The widening influence
of the epiglottal component on narrow vowels is
also typical: fl]approximates to [e]and [u] approxi-
mates to [6]. The PS features also contain a slight
nasal component.
We mark the PS features by a vertital bar (a[, ql),
yet in the “narrow" transcription epiglottalization
is marked by a crossed vertical bar (a+. q+).

LINGUISTIC FUNCTIONING 0F PHARYNGEAL FEATURES

1. All twenty six languages of Daghestan have uvu- ,
lars as a part of their phonological systems and.
all basic phonemic contrasts are found in the con-
sonants of this series: all phonation types (voic-
ed/unvoiced/aspirated/ejective), strength, labiali-
zation. palatalization. ,
The epiglottals h and 5 are also found in the ma-
jOrity of the Daghestan languages, ih some,langua: -
,ges they have the labialiéed pairs. There is a
close connection between the type of PS and the his-
tory of the epiglottals in a language given. The
old epiglottals are lost if PS has a form of “pure“
pharyngealization - they are replaced with the cor-
responding plain laryngeals, the epiglottal compo-

.nent being reflected by pharyngealization (Archi)
or by umlaut of the adjacent vowels (Tsakhur. Taba-
saran). The new epiglottals in loan-words may re-
main (Archi) or be again deepiglottalized For in-
stance,in Tsakhur -» M and 'i + 7|:hlilglalt chi-.-
spute, ?|a|r|a|b|a| aruba. , _
In the languages which possess the mixed epiglot-
topharyngeal) form of PS (Lack, Rutul) [h and [9]
represent /h/ and /7/ in the PS context. n the
south dialects of Dargi such sounds may be found
in the words both with and without PS. Spirant al-
lophones of h and 3 are typical for the languages
which have epiglottalization and the languages
without the PS features.
Whereas the old epiglottals are usually (but not
always) lost in the languages which have pharyngea-
lization. additional epiglottal spirants arise in
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in the languages which have epiglottalization: X+~+, R+ + (some Tsez and Agul dialects). The tran-sition q'+ + + is much more seldom (some Agul dia-lects .
Finally, there are Agul dialects(the dialects ofthis language demonstrate surprising diversity inthe pharyngeal features development) in which thepharyngealized uvulars have changed into the pharyn-"geales proper: X] + k, R! + 3. There are three se-ries of the post-velar spirants in these dialects:the uvulars (X,R), epiglottals (h, fi) and pharynge-als (k, 3). Here are some examples from the Richadialect: Xa] house - ax apple - zaw udder, Rad ham-mer - ‘iakw light - nan belly. In addition, thereare new pharvn ealized uvulars in this dialect:Xlalw nut, Rla?b stack. It may be the most abundantsystem of postvelar spirants in the world languages.

they tend to spread about the whole word. Here areexamples from Archi: blalk'loln rope, k' e h u hawk;an example from North Tabasaran: glalrla w R u nulzalgrowled. As a rule the degree of PS diminish from

ges (e.c. Rutul) have PS only in the syllables whichcontain uvulars or laryngeals. This feature is natu-rally treated there as consonantal.0n the contrar , the dentals do not coarticulatewith P5 and may prevent the spreading of this fea-
xlulmlulsa liquid (Lack). As to the labials, hush-ing sibilants, laterals and velars, they are "trans-parent":they easily join PS and pass it to the nextsegments. ,
All the forms of PS can easily combine with the la-bialized consonants. Here are examples from Tsez:Rw+a j dbg, qw+a+Ji angle; examples from Archi:Rule lqli] smog, swfa;sl last year.3. A concluding remark: Arabic "pharyngealization"‘is not identical with any form of PS and,probably,

"emphatic" t, d, s, z, 1 of Arabic.are pronouncedwith the tongue displaced into the pharyngeal cavi-ty [10]. However, the perceptual results of thismovenent are not identical to epiglottalization orpharyngealization of the Daghestan languages. It isa significantfact that just the same sounds (den-tals) which participate in the "emphaticalness"contrast in Arabic do not coarticulate with the PSfeatures in the Daghestan languages.
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